2020 MODIFIED EVACUATION PROCEDURES

• In the days leading up an event, the GSGA will monitor forecasted weather and its potential effect on the event. Changes to the event schedule including, but not limited to, adjusting starting times, cancellation of a round or the event in its entirety, may be considered in order to minimize the occurrence of an evacuation situation arising during play.

• The GSGA will work with the host facility to identify indoor space(s) where players and spectators can evacuate and maintain social distancing, if possible, during a weather suspension. Available space will differ by host facility and could include room(s) in the clubhouse, cart facility, or other onsite indoor structure. When adequate indoor space is not available, players and spectators may be requested, or will always have the option, to shelter within personal vehicles.

• During the event, the GSGA will monitor updated forecasts and current conditions to identify potential inclement weather as early as possible. If an evacuation of the golf course due to inclement weather is imminent, the GSGA will make every effort to suspend play with ample time to get everyone to safety.

• During an inclement weather evacuation, social distancing may not be possible in evacuation shuttles or during indoor sheltering in larger groups.

• During a suspension of play, the GSGA will provide periodic updates via text in addition to verbal announcements.

• Please ensure all contact information in Golf Genius is updated to receive text messages and e-mails about important event updates and weather delays. If you have previously unsubscribed from text message notifications, we ask you to re-subscribe once again so you do not miss any essential information. Please contact Miller McCachern in our Rules & Competitions Department at mmccachern@gsga.org with any contact information updates. To re-subscribe to Golf Genius text messages from GSGA please text START to (888) 599-7983.